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S U M M A R Y

This study describes a combined surveillance of surgical site infection implemented in an
Italian region, which relies on integration of the specific surveillance (SIChER) with other
sources and the targeted review of a small proportion of cases. Additional information on
post-surgical follow-up was obtained from hospital discharge, microbiology laboratory and
emergency department databases. Based on these data, 76 patients were reclassified as
possible cases and revised by the health trust representatives. Eventually 45 new cases
were confirmed, leading to an increase in the infection ratio from 1.13% to 1.45%. The
proposed method appears to be accurate and sustainable over time.
ª 2019 The Healthcare Infection Society. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Surgical site infections (SSIs) are among the most common
healthcare-associated infections (HCAIs) but, unlike most
HCAIs that occur mainly during hospitalization, they often
have onset after discharge [1]. This feature makes SSI surveillance particularly difficult and expensive, since it involves
an extended post-surgery follow-up [2]. On the other hand,
surveillance of SSI is an essential activity to quantify but also
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to minimize the clinical risk associated with surgery [2,3]. In
fact, it has been observed that surveillance per se can reduce
the rate of infection by increasing the awareness and the
attention of health workers [2,3]. For this reason, SSI surveillance is widely considered a good practice [4e6]. Several
European countries have joined the SSI surveillance system
coordinated by the European Centre for Disease Prevention
and Control (ECDC) whose protocol, while requiring the period
of hospitalization as a minimum standard of duration of surveillance, recommends a follow-up of 30 and 90 days for nonprosthetic and prosthetic surgical procedures, respectively
[4]. Therefore, a critical problem that hospitals must solve
when implementing SSI surveillance is active post-discharge
monitoring of patients undergoing surgery. Unfortunately, in
hospitals where SSI surveillance is performed, due to the costs
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